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Abstract
The advent of high s peed digital computers and ad-
vances in the understanding of the solar atmosphere have
enabled predictions of st tar ecli pse structure. The mag-
­wtic field models, their npplicatiens, and limitations are
discussed. The effects of solar activity on coronal struc-
ture are also discussed. Severnv, Wilcox, Scherrer, and
Colburn have recently shown that a high degree of cor-
relation exists between the mean photospheric field and
the interplanetary magnetic field. A means for predicting
the interpianetnry magnetic field is a consequence of
their work. An interpretation of this effect is presented
that relates to nunlels of the coronal magnetic field.
1. Introduction
Predictions of solar eclipse occurrences provide us
with tests of classical mechanics awl information con-
cerning the sun, moon and earth. Ina ^milor manner,
recent predictions and observations of solar eclipse
structure provide tests of our understanding of astro-
physical plasmas and yield new data concerning the be-
havior of the solar corona.
Early evidence of the importance of the magnetic field
in coronal structuring processes was obtained by analogy
between the shape of the beautiful polar plumes of the
solar corona and the patterns formed by iron filings
placed near a bar magnet. later evidence crime with
observations of solar magnetism and more recently with
the discovery of the solar wind (e.g., llale;(l) Hale and
Nicholson;( 2 ) Chapman and Ferraro; (3) lsiermann;(`t)
Chapman;(') Parker; (6) and Weber and Davis (7 )). The
presence of a magnetic field embedded within the solar
wind that is directly related to the solar magnetic field
has been shown by Ness and Wilcox.(E)
This leads up to the present day treatment of the in-
teraction of the coronal and interplanetary magnetic
field and plasma.
11. Coronal Magnetic Models
An understanding of the magnetic models of Schatten,
Wilcox and Ness( 9 ) and Altschuler and Newkirk( 10) may
be aided by referring to Figure 1. This shows the
energytensityo f various components of the solar at-
mosphere as a function of distance above the photosphere.
The data for the figure were obtained by choosing moder-
ate values for the densities, velocities, temperatures and
magnetic field strengths within the solar cycle. The
energy cur-es shown are to be interpreted from a some-
what qualitative viewpoint in t hat uncertainties are
likely to be near a factor of 10, and the representation of
complex coronal structures by average values is some-
what misleading. Nevertheless, the curves do show the
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Figure 1. The coronal energy density of the total
magnetic field, tra: averse magnetic field, thermal
motion, and solar wind flow versus distance above
the photosphere. In region 2 the magnetic field
dominates the structure. On the source surface
currents flow which allow the tie:ld to be trans-
ported by the solar wind.
relat'.ve importance of various components of the solar
corona. Close to the sun, both the magnetic field and the
transverse magnetic field predominate, indicating that a
force free field configuration results. Beyond about 0.6
solar radii, the coronal plasma thermrl energy density
super sees the transverse field energy density. 'Phis
allows the plasma to stream away from the sun and the
.1-1 1d becomes predominantly radial. The Alfve-n point is
near 20 or 30 sola r radii. This is the region where the
flow energy density exceeds the field energy density and
thus the flow is super-Alfvenic. I'scape of the plasma
is inevitable beyond this point. Weber and Davis( 7 ) give
an excellent description of this region.
The topology of the magnetic field in the solar corona.
as suggested by the magm tic models may be examined
in Figure 2. There are three distinct regions in theme
models where different physical phenomena occur.
Region I represents the photosphere, where the mag-
netic field motion is governed by the detailcxl motions of
the plasma near the photosphere. Above the photosphere
the plasma density diminishes very rapidly with only
moderate decreases in the magnetic energy density. This
results in region 2, where the magnetic energy density
is greater than the plasma energy density
 and hence
controls the configuration. One may then utilize the
force.-free condition, j X B = 0, and in fact make the
more restrictive assumption that region 2 is current
free. The magnetic field in region 2 may then be de-
rked from a potential that obeys the Laplace equation:
V 2 0 - 0. The scalnr potential may then be employed in
thin region.
Substantially further out in the corona the total mag-
netic energy density diminishes to a value less than the
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the source sur-
face model. The photoEpheric magnetic field is meas-
ured in region I at Mount Wilson Observatory. Closed
field lines (loops) exist in r ion 2. The field in this
region is calculated from potential theory. Currents
flowing* near the source surface eliminate the trans-
verse components of the magnetic field, and the solar
wind extends the source surface magnetic field into
interplanetary space. The magnetic field is then ob-
served by spacecraft near 1 AU.
plasma energy density, and the magnetic field can no
longer structure the solar wind flow. The magnetic field
has, however, become oriented very much in the radial
direction, as suggested by Davis. 01 ► Thus, before the
total magnetic energy density falls below the plasma
energy density, a region is reached where the trans-
verse magnetic energy density does so. It is the trans-
verse magnetic field that interacts with the coronal
plasma, since a radial magnetic field would neither af-
fect nor be affected by a radially flowing plasma. Regions
2 and 3 are separated by the surface where the trans-
verse magnetic energy density falls below the plasma
energy density. In region 3 transverse magnetic fields
are transported by the radially flowing plasma, and can
not exist in a quasi-static fashion. The magnetic field
existing on the surface boundary between regions 2 and
3 is thus oriented in approximately the radial direction,
and serves as a source for the interplanetary magneiie
field.
Figure :1 shows this "source surface" superposed
upon drawings of coronal eclipse structure from the
February 15, 1961 eclipse (by Vsekhsvjatsky, (12) top)
and the February 25, 1952 eclipse (by Nikolskij, (I ^I) bot-
tom). The closed arches fall within the "source surface"
sphere. Beyond this distance structures are oriented
more nearly radial, in accordance with the model.
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Figure 3. Drawing of the February 15, 1961 eclipse
(N'sekhsvjatsky, 1963) (top). Drawing of the corona
during the February 25, 1952 eclipse (Nikolskij,
1953) (bottom).
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Hoth the Altschuler anel Newkirk and the Schatten,
Wilcox and Ness magnetic models are based upon similar
physical mechanisms. Onh: the mathematics in handling
the solution and in approximating the observed photo-
spheric r,iagnet ►c fields differ. Altschuler and Ne%%kir•010)
have claimed their technique Is superior in its mathc-
malical sophistication. Sehatteni' 4 ) agrees with their
mathematical improvemento in theory. In practice, how-
ever, Schatten (14) suggests that uncertainties; in the
measured photospher • ic vector magnetic field and in ac-
counting propx• rly for the effects of the coronal plasma
outweigh the differences in the two computational
techniques.
III. Com trison of Solutions N1lh Eclipse Observations
Comparisons of magnetic field calculations with solar
eclipse observations were made for the November 12,
1966 eclipse utilizing Ioth techniques. Figure 4 shows
the results of Altsehuler and Newkirk (10)
 aril Figure 5
that of Schatten. 05)
 Both calculations agree mgxlerately
well with each other and with the structure observed in
the solar eclipse. It is important to note that Ihere was
not very much :polar activity prior to this solar eclipse.
The comparisons of computed magnetic fields with
observed coronal structure provided encouraging tests
of the validity of the models. ether tests were per-
formed as well. The extended coronal magnetic field
compared well with the observed interplanetary magnetic
field (Schatten, Wilcox and Ness (9)). In addition, a
Faraday rotation experiment provided information oil
coronal magnetic field from 4-12 solar radii that agreed
with calculations based oil 	 model of Schatten, Wilcox
:and Ness (see Stelzried et al.06)).
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Figure 4. A sketch of the solar corona of November 12,
1966 used to display time scale features (top). Magnetic
field line map (bottom) for November 12. 1966 (after
Vtschuler and Newkirk).
Figure 5. Photograph of the solar corona of November
12, 1966 (top). Sketch of magnetic field line structure
for the November 12, 1966 solar eclipa i by Schatten
(bottom). Note similarity with Figure 4.
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IV. Predction of Coronal Structure for ^oi -mher 22,
— 1968 Scdar F:cgsc_
It then IK-came possible to attempt to predict ►he struc-
t,.rt- of the corona at the time of a solar • eclipse.
Sc • hatlen0-_) )
 did this for tilt- September 22, 1965 eclipse,
total over the USSR and western China, ary l for the March
, 1970 eclipse, total over Mexico, the LIS and Canada
(Sc • hattvn( 14 )).
'There arc additional difficulties that arise in predicting
the structure of the corona at the time of a solar eclipse
compared with determining it afterwards. The main
problem ii with the quality of the photosphere magnetic
field data. 'Phis information was obtained from the Mount
Wilson solar observatory through the courtesy of Ur.
Robert 11(m , ned. 7'he photospheric magnetic field changes
with time due to the appeantnee of new active centers and
the aging of older regions.
It one had perfect observing conditions up to the day
Of the eclipse, it would he possible to obtain photospheric
field Information that was about 7 days old oil 	 west
limb and 20 da y s old on the east limh. 'Phis is due to the
fact that the field is observed near centrc:l meridian and
the sun rotates from east to west with a periml near 27
mys as seen from the earth. Near the maximuni of the
Solar cycle the photo.pheric field can change to some
extent within 7 to 20 days. For comparison, there was
about one new active region per day forming ^m the sun
during the early part of 1970.
These problems, however, were not the major ob-
stacles encountered in the prediction of the coronal
structure for the 19Gs solar eclipse. Instead tilt- Mount
Wilson magnetograph was experiencing difficulties and
it was necessary to make magnetograms from Ila photo-
graphs and Calcium K2 Spectroheliogr.:ms of the sun.
Utilizing Hale's km-s of sunspot polarities together with
observations of spot groups, filaments and plage regions
it became possible to piece together the magnetic field
in the photosphere.
'Thus a prediction \%-as made on September 20 con-
cerning the coronal structure of the September 22, 1968
,olar eclipse. Figure 6 shows the predicted structure
(bottom) and the observed structure (top) by Professor
Waldnuier. As call
	 seen the agreement is quite good.
In Iact, the comparison between the predicted and actual
coronal structure may be better than these two drawings
indicate. Koutellmv (1?) and Pasachoff (18) observed small
closed arches above the west limb equator that would
match those predicted but are missing in Waldmcier's
drawing. In addition the arches a;>ove the southeast
streamer are present in noutchmy's drawing (Laffineur
et 31. (17)). Cowling (19) has stated that the obser%ation
"agrees well with the prediction; had Schatten drawn his
streamers more nearly radial, the agreement %vould have
been almost perfect."
V. Predic tion of Coronal Structure for
the March 7,_L970, Solar Eclipse
Difficulties were also involved \\ ith  this eclipse. An
inherent difficulty was the high level of solar activity.
tN	 PREDICTION
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Flg. ,•c G. Sketch of the September 22, 1968 solar eclipse
d:awr, by Waldemeier (top). 'I'hc shaded areas repre-
sent st -eamers. Prediction of the coronal structure
drawp an September 20, 1968 (bottom).
Schatten( 15 ) pointed out that the magnetic m(xiel would
not be olxyed in localities of solar flares. In addition,
the high level of solar activity would mean that the
photospheric magnetic field would he changing more
abruptly.
Observations of the photospheric magnetic field were
terminated on February 26, 1970 due to poor weather
conditions in Pasadena, California. Thus much of the
west limb data was close to 34 days old rather than only
7 days old at the time of the eclipse. Figure 7 shows
the prediction made by Schatten( 14 ) for the coronal struc-
ture of the March 7, 1970 solar eclipse.
Figure 8 shows a photograph of the corona at the time
of the eclipse taken by Smith (Smith and Schatten(20)).
Waldemier( 21)
 as well as Smith and Sehatten(20) com-
pared the prediction with observations of coronal struc-
ture in the June issue of Nature devoted to the eclipse.
In both findings comparisons show that there were certain
features that agreed well and others that disagreed.
Some of the more obvious areas of agreement are the
following structures: the long helmet streamer in the
NE (position angle 30-70, degrees counterclockwise
from the north), short ray open structure in the SW
(position angle 210-230), a system of neste9 arches
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Figure 7. prediction of the core;nal structure for the
March 7, 1970 solar eelipr a drawn by SchaVen. See
Figures K and 10 for comparison.
the limb. This is Just the shape that would characterize
flare eject(-(I field and plasma.
VI. F lareE ex/exi Field and plasma
I would now like to etirsuss one nspect, pc --hops the
most significant, of tile. influence of solar acti v ity upon
coronal magnetic field structure. This is the expulsion
of magnetic flux from the inner corona by flare activity.
The influeace of a Ilare upon the coronal field occurs
primarily from the creation of n hotter denser plasma
expanding outward from the flare region. We shall
therefore discuss the m:u ► ncr in which the coronal mag-
netic field rencts io this change and the resulting effects
upon coronal structure at the time of n solar eclipse.
unique experiment conducted b\• Levy et al,(2:3)
lowed observations of the- coronal magnetic field from 4
to 16 solar radii that enabled nn interpretation of this
interaction, They measue•ed the faraday rotation of the
microwave signal transmitted by Pioneer 6 as it pa ►eaed
through the solar corona to earth, 'Thi.i F'aradnv rota-
tion experimen t. provides a mcas,vrc of the line integral
of the electron density times the component of the mag-
netic field along the line of sight from the sp aceernit to
earth. Levy et al,( 2:1 ) report three transient phenome na
with faraday rotations on the order of 40" with a dura-
tion of apprc%ximately WO hours. These Faraday rota-
tion signals were observed when the distances from the
sun to the pioneer 6-earth line of sight were 6, 9 and I I
solar radii.
Schatten( 24 ) found evidence for a possible rn1KICl Wh ► ch
produces the faraday rotation observed by Pioneer 6
while allowing the interplanetary sector pattern to re-
main in l ac,c. This model is shown in figure fl. A flare
of importance I or a subflare occurs .n the active region
•r
r
Figure S. photograph of the solar eclipse of March 7,
1970 by Smith. Another photograph by latffineur and
Koutchmy is shown in figure 10 for comparison.
located above the western equator (position angle 292);
And a streamer without helmet structure located
south of the eastern equator (position angle 100).
Waldmeier notes that the region of most serious dis-
crepancy is in the southwest quadrant. The photoswwric
fields in this region were not well observed prior to the
eclipse clue to inclement weather at NIt. Wilson. In ad-
dition new activity developed there just prior to the
eclipse. Martin, Smith and Chapman (22) relx)rt that on
the SW limb an ac:'_ ye region began developing on the
preceding clay around 1700 VT.
Smith and Schatten (20) print out that the regions of
disagreement are usually associated with coronal con-
dencai,ions. These are located near the equator on the
cast and west limbs (position angle 109-122, 268-293).
i'hese coronal condensations could be a visil,ie manifesta-
tion of the flare ejected plasma to be discussed next.
The structure of the regions is that of a concave out-
ward series of rays emanating from a small region near
Figure 9. Sketch of the coronal magnetic: field line
structure as suggested by Scha!ten from the experiment
of Levy et al. The solid lines indicate magnet;c field
away from the aun and the dashed lines field toward the
sun. An enhanced faraday rotation results when a mag-
netic bottle is ejected by a flare past the line-of-sight
from the: spacecraft to earth.
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resulto;, in iii, heatc%l cm-mal plasma expa nd ing to pro-
duce Lite n ►agnetle IK ►ttle field conligurativn shown. This
field configuration is similar • to that prop mod by Gold(25)
for a solar (Kithurst reaching I All. lit 	 case the
honied plasma expands the loupe I coronal magnetic field
past the Pionver 6-earth line of 1 fight at :klX)Ut in it .
The V-11sion fit 	 magnetic field, however, %%-is shown
to he sufficient to prevent the cormial plasma f rom es-
caping further into Interplanetary space. Thus it ap-
pears that even nr+ ►dernte solar activity can influence
the coronal structure.
A photo of the corona by .large Ko►.Itchmy is shown in
Flj;urc 10 superposed with all the flares and subflnres
listed fit 	 Aprio, 1970 FSSA bulletin on Solar Geo-
physical Data that occurred 12 hours prior to the solar
eclipse. if the flare ejected plasma emanates radially.
the eastern condensation (position angle 109-122) may
be explained very well b y
 the activit> there. The con-
densation on the %%est 1111) (Imsition ankle 268-283) also
appears close !o active regions recentIN flaring. In
fact it may ►•.2 the region \lartir., Smith and Ghapnlanj2211
observed. The coronal st ructure of these regions is thn ►
of a series of ra y a emanating from the location of the
11a re.
	
	
outer portion of the magnetic bottle would
tilt• %isi)le corona an(] hence would not Ix!
W
Figure 10. Photoln• aph of the March 7, 1 070 solar eclipse
by Laffincur and Koutc • hmy. Superlx ►sed are the flares
that occurred on the visible side of the sun 12 hours
prior to the solar eclipse. The letter "S` indicates a
suhfiare, a l indicates an importance 1 flare and a 2
indicates an importance 2 flare.
VII. Predicting the Interplanetary Magneti c Field
Recently observations of a "mean" solar field (the sun
seen as a star) have been made using the Crimean solar
telescope (Severny( 26 )). A comparison of the mean solar
field with the interplanetary magnetic field was undertaken
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'" igure 11. The "mean" solar field compared with the
interplanetary magnetic field (after Severny et al.).
by Severny et al.( 27 ) Figure 11 shows th e ir comparison.
As can be seen, there is golxi agreement both in sign and
magnitude. It is important to note that in the comparison
the interplanetary magnetic field is measured V. days
after the mean s=olar field to account for transport of
the field fr in the su- to earth.
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An interesting effect is that it 	 ix-
tween the two fie lds provides a high peak at a lag of 41
hays, as expet • ted. but also a larger punk at 27 + -11,
clays. *hnttem et al.01) found this nam /• c •!!ec• t earlier In
other work next attribute it to a dv!z .- of approximately
one solar rotation i ►etween the appvn •--.• we of a new inag-
ne4ie fenture in the photosphere ntcd the • resulting , :inngv
in the into rplanetam sector pattern.
tievern- et al. nete that their work implies that
large areas on the sun (mostly outside cut active rcAions)
have n field whose prt,domi-rant p )larity agrees with the
inter •1► lanctary mnimetic field polarity. Thih is an im-
lxwtant result fit
	
It implies that most flares eio not
affect the interplanetarl , field substantially.
The high correlation. that Severm el al.(271 have found
may allow a prediction of the inter •hlanc::! cw field from
mean solar fleld mcaslrrc ments, Itv tak i ng the mean
solar field in gauss and multiplyin K by 8, It should he
po ,4nible to provide in approximate estimate of the inter-
planetary magnetic field in ginimas either 1 1 . claw
or :il' da,yb in advance.
ankle from a -x ►sltim on thephlrtosphere to the sub-
solar point. The main contribution to this factor Is n
result of the difference between the magnetograph
inenst.t• ing the line-of-sight magnetic lielll and the
angular disWbution of the photoe:ph.rric • field flx•rhaps
radial u: ► the average). Limb darkcnini, and effects of
suns7l ►ts, not seen by the magnetogrnph, are alKO con-
tributing factors.
The source surface motful states that the Interplanc-
tary field near the earth results from the source sur-
face field convecled by the solar wind otitvarel in atsnit
1'. da%b. 'Thus the field at the earth is the extended
field from ps ► sition A fit
	
12. The fivid at position
A may be computed in this mlxlel as in integral of the
photospheric field. '['his integral also has a weighting
factor :is a function of angle from the subsolar point and
is quite similar to the .lean solar field inte„ral. This
is seen in V igure 1:1 where the two weighting factors in
VIII. interpretation of the Mean Solar
Fiord-Tn`terpl a tie tar^ FIe1^Corretatlon
Sc• haf'ter. '28) has recently shown that the mean solar
field nt- • ,,lanctary field correlation may he explained
from :ae soiree surface corona) ma},nietic: model. Fig-
ure 12 illustrates the manner in which the source surface
model sui;gestF the mean solar field-interplanetary field
correlzti1.;1.
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Figure 12. Relationship between the mean solar field,
the source surface field, and the interplanetary field.
The mean solar field is a weighted average of the disk
field (indicated by the shading). Tr, • source surface
field is the magnetic field on the so,, cc surface, posi-
tion A. This is computed from a weighted average of
the photospheric field, quite similar to the mean solar
field. The solar wind convects th i s field to the earth in
about It da ys while solar rotation twists the field to
approximate ail 	 spiral as shown.
The observed "mean" solar field is an average of file
photospheric field over the solar disk with an anpropri-
ate weighting factor. This factor is a function of the
Figure 13. NVeighting facv)r for source surface Integrals
and mean solar field integral. Note that the shape of the
mean solar field wei ing !actor is very similar to the
2.0 solar radii soueoc urfave factor. The half width of
a bip ► lar magnetic reg )it 	 unipolar magnetic region
are shown to indicate the seales over which the phc ►to-
Fpheric fields are well correlated.
the Integrals are shown as a function of angle from the
subsolar point. The source surface weighting faf-tors
are shown for 1.6 and 2.0 solar radi% Aside from
possessing the same shape as -.I function of angle from
the subsolar point, an integration of the weighting factor
curves allows the 8 x 10- s Gauss interplanetary field to
1 Gauss mean photospheric field ratio to i;e ascertained
1 1n theoretical grounds. Thus the agreement between the
interplanetary field and the mean photospheric field is
viewed as a fortunate coincidence between the source
surface weighting factor and the integrated line-of-sighi
disk factor.
IX. Magnetic F ield Topoloe- in tote Solar Syste m
During Active Sun Conditions
Evidence will now be presented that suggests the
coronal magnetic bottles ejected by small flares arc
not uncommon. First i shall note a few relevant ob-
servations. The interplanetary magnetic field nea r the
ecliptic does not increase i;r magnitude from solar mini-
mum to solar maximum. The field is roughl y 5 gammas
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at both times. This indicates that roughly the manic
nun ► 1wr• of field lines are leaving the outer corona and
exteruling to 1 At' at Kolar minimum and at solar max'.-
mum. The photospherie field, however, shows Brent
variation between solar minimum and Kolar maximum.
7'hc re is a substantial increase in the pholospheric field
slrengti. at Kolar maximum. The predominantly caper,
structure ui the inner corona from eclipse observtions
at sular activity maxin ► um indicated much of these
additional field lino:+ leave the inner corona; the con-
stant interplanctar y field magaltudc throughout the solar
cycle indicates the additional field lines do not teach 1
AU and in fu• t do not reach the Alfvt-n IN ► In: at 20 - :10
Kolar radii as ti,:?y would then : 1e convected to 1 AU by
the solar wind where they :.ry not reen. Thus much of
the additlt, l ial field at solar m:aximuo . must reside in
magnetic Mottles loomed at 10 to 20 solar t vi l la. Flares
are responsible for this field t onfigurntion. The field
topology of the active solar corona Is thus Illustt •ated in
Figure 14 In a logarithmic polar coordinate graph.
The central region is the area of grcalest interest in
this paper. Close to the nun, below about 2 solar ra dl
.he coronet Is stable and inacti v e coronal magnetic Iv s
may form in a: cordance with magnetic field calcula..Uns.
These loops rotate rigidly with the sun. Larger field
loops (about 15 solar radii) are ejected by small flares.
The Inner powtion of t ► u-sc loops Is in the visible corona
and : ► plocurs as radial rays emanating from a commas
location. This region is labeled Dynamic as these bot-
tles expand when flare energy is released and contract
when cooling;. The bottle may extend out to anywhere
between 5 anti20 or 30 solar radii. This outer portion
of the bottl p in general would not he observed by visible
nu•ann. heyornl 20 solar radii the field lines are open
and form Archimedes spirals which are not shown for
ciarltV. tk •cawlunal field luopr, will emanate front
sun and exist lit 	 region but they will quickly be c • un-
vectlVd rout by the sultermonic solar wirdl. At alxrut 50
AU the field lines pr•esun ► ably merge and the lo c al inter-
mtellar • field predominates.
X. SummarI and Discussion
Using magnetic motels one can calculate the structure
of the corona lit 	 The method may be 'cited for
accuracy at times of Kolar eclipses. The method appenr•s
to do quite well at timer{ at low activity.
During active times, some of the structures are ac-
curato-ly predictesl I,ut othi-r areas nr •e In error. The
areas of greatest error are related to active regions
and paMleut:ark
	 se regions that recently experienced
solar Ilares. The effect of ther e flares apix-ar•s ill
corona as rays emanating Iron a common location. It
would be possible to predict these. too, by monitoring
solar activity up to the time of the solar eclipse. Some
errors in these regions would be expected as presumably
half the activity would o c cur can the hemisphere of the sun
facing away from the earth and hence could not be
monitored. Evidence from spacecraft observations sug-
gest that the field lines emanating from small flares du
not extend out to 1 AU but rather return near 15 solar
radii.
Recent mean solar field obtervations and correlations
suggest a method of predlctinV the inlcrplanetary mag-
netic field lit 	 The correlations appear to Le
consistent and add support to Lbc coronal magnetic m(xdels.
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